Our Richest, Most Interactive Research
Environment Ever—Everyone Can Use It!
“This is a resource for the ages.
The way Britannica has interwoven these three resources
into one database is marvelous.”
—Library Journal

A single subscription to Britannica Library gives your library three sites in one—Children, Young Adults, and the Reference
Center—where your users can conduct research, complete school assignments, work on special projects, or explore their
unique interests. Patrons can even store their research in their own personal My Britannica account.
Remote access is included.
And now, when you subscribe to both Britannica Library and Britannica ImageQuest,users just log in once to search a topic
in both resources. Research has never been easier or more efficient!

Three Products In One
Separate home pages for the three different levels—Children, Young Adults, or the Reference Center—allow libraries to tailor the
product to their patrons’ needs. Explore thousands of topics in science, social studies, language arts, and mathematics for school
projects, review concepts taught in school, or learn something new.

The Convenience of Multiple Resources in ONE Location
Start with one of three databases. Move on to current magazines, thousands of up-to-date, curated articles, images, videos, audio
clips, primary sources, maps, research tools, and recommended Web sites. Instantly define words with Merriam-Webster’s pop-up
Dictionary and Thesaurus.
Content in Britannica Library is updated daily by our editorial team with new and revised articles and multimedia—
at least 1,200 entries per month—to keep users informed and engaged.

One Subscription to Britannica Library Gives Your Library Three Sites in One
Features & Benefits Include:
• Streamlined home page enabling patrons to
access content at their reading level in an ageappropriate environment
• 3 comprehensive databases, including the
Encyclopædia Britannica
• Thousands of magazine and journal articles
directly related to search topics
• More than 24,000 primary sources
• Merriam-Webster Dictionary in English/Spanish,
plus audio pronunciations

This interface presents new information and gradually builds,
making reading and research more manageable for young users.

• 90,000 images, videos, and audio clips
• Subject browse, from animals and the
arts to science and math
• Biography browse
• 129,000 of the Web’s best sites related
to search topics
• World atlas
• Compare countries
• How-to documents for book reviews,
presentations, research papers, and science reports
• “My Britannica” to save and share articles,
images, and videos in a personal account

Multimedia content supports visual learners, while citations
support the research process.

• Read-aloud feature ideal for struggling readers
and ELLs
Users can click on the reading level that is right for them.
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